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LIS 640: Information Organization and Access
Section 03
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Spring 2022 Syllabus
Class Time: Monday, 5:30-8:20 PM (Eastern)
Class Location: Online (via Zoom)
Instructor Information:
Professor: Dr. Colin Post
Email: ccpost@uncg.edu
Office: SOE 352
Office hours (via Zoom): Mon 1:00-3:00 PM, Thurs 9:00-11:00 AM, or by appointment
UNCG is located on the traditional lands of the Keyauwee and Saura. Let us venture to honor them
with our work together.

Communication:
To me:
If you have a problem, concern, or question, please communicate with me. The sooner you come
to me with any concern, the sooner we can resolve the issue. Don’t hesitate to bring up any
issue—major or minor. I’ll be checking in with the whole class periodically to make sure the
course is going smoothly on all fronts. I will also provide time for general questions during each
class session.
The best way to get in touch with me is via email (ccpost@uncg.edu). I will typically respond to
all emails within 24 hours during the week and within 48 hours during the weekend. I will also
create a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) thread on the Canvas discussion forum. If I receive
several similar questions, I’ll post a generalized and anonymized version of the question there.
For more detailed questions about assignments, grades, and so on, I will want to schedule a
meeting (via Zoom) to discuss in-depth. You can schedule an appointment during my office
hours by visiting my calendar and clicking on an appointment block. If my regular office hours
do not work for you, you can also email me to schedule another time that fits your schedule. You
can refer to my calendar to see my availability and propose an open time for a meeting.
From me:
You can expect to hear from me via email and through Canvas. I will send individual emails (to
your UNCG email account) regarding things like specific questions about an assignment or
following up on something from a class session. I will make general class announcements
through Canvas, and we will all be engaging in ongoing discussion through the forums (more on
this below).
Teaching Philosophy:
I believe that my role as a teacher is facilitating a collaborative and active process of knowledge
construction. I don’t have all (or even most) of the answers. My role is not to pass a clearly
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defined body of information directly to you, the student. While there is some foundational
information relevant to professional practice that we will work through in this course, my main
goal is to inspire inquiry, critical reflection, and creative thinking launching off from this
foundational information. I also hope to establish a space for us to all share in this inquiry, a
space where we can all contribute and where everyone’s contributions are valued.
Course Description:
Introduction to the theory, principles, concepts, standards, and methods of the organization of
and access to information. (3:3, Core)
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO):
This class will focus in large part on PLOs 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7.
Upon successful completion of this course students will be able to:
1. Describe the development and principles of the organization of recorded information. (PLO
1, 6)
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the standards, methods, and concepts related to information
organization. (PLO 1, 4, 6)
3. Explain principles of access and retrieval tools such as inventories, bibliographies, catalogs,
indexes, finding aids, registers, and other organizing entities. (PLOS 1, 3, 4, 6)
4. Demonstrate knowledge of the principles of cataloging, authority control, controlled
vocabularies, indexing and abstracting, and classification. (PLO 1, 2, 4, 6)
5. Articulate the importance of information organization and the roles of metadata in
information organization. (PLO 1, 2, 4- 7)
6. Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of organizational tools. (PLO 1-4, 6, 7)
7. Examine current library issues and their impact on the organization of collections. (PLO 1-7)
Teaching methods:
During our weekly synchronous class sessions, we will engage in discussions and participate in
activities that will help you to achieve the learning outcomes for the course. These weekly
sessions will also provide time and space for us to build a community supportive of everyone’s
learning and growth. I will provide some introductory remarks and slides highlighting key
concepts each session, but my formal lecturing will be limited. I want to reserve the bulk of our
class time for interactive and engaging discussions and activities. You will also have a stake in
leading class discussions through in-class presentations that will occur throughout the semester.
Attendance:
Attending the synchronous online class sessions each week will be a foundation for your success
in the course. Because your and your classmates’ learning in the course depends on these
synchronous meetings, you will be expected to attend all of these sessions. I also understand that
everyone has busy schedules and many commitments outside of class. Just let me know ahead of
time if you need to miss a class session for any reason and we can make accommodations.
Discussion forums:
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Along with our weekly synchronous meetings, we will be using the discussion forums to discuss
key concepts and think through real-world applications and situations for ideas from the
readings. Each week, I will post questions or prompts to think about as you read, and I will share
other relevant items (e.g. stories on current events, links to interesting videos) to expand our
conversation. Each week, you should make substantive and thoughtful contributions to the
discussions. These contributions can be responses to my questions, comments on other students’
posts, or your own questions that you’d like to pose to the class. The goal is to sustain engaging
discussions among the class on the forums and NOT for each student to make one post directly
responding only to my questions.
There is no strict quota or requirement for discussion forum posts, though you need to post
something to the forum every week. As noted below, contributions to the discussion forum are
assessed as part of your weekly participation grade.
Assignments:
Assignments are listed in the Assignment Table, in the Course Schedule below, and are available
on Canvas. Each assignment will ask you to perform tasks, create examples, and/or provide
analysis related to topics covered in this class. All assignments are due by the beginning (5:30
PM) of class on the date listed (see the assignment table and course calendar below).
Assignments need to be turned in via Canvas. I am generally accommodating in receiving late
work, though I appreciate if you let me know as soon as possible if you are not able to complete
an assignment by the deadline.
Rubrics and full descriptions for all assignments may be found on Canvas, but I have included
some pertinent information regarding participation and presentations specifically below.
Assignment

Due Date

Comparing Bibliographic Records
Everyday Information System
Finding Aid
Information System Research Report
Presentation
Participation
Total

2/14
2/28
3/28
4/29
1/31 (sign up)
Weekly

Percent of
Final
Grade
10%
20%
10%
20%
20%
20%
100%

Grading:
A = 95-100%, A- = 9094
B+ = 87-89, B = 84-86,
B- = 80-83
C+ = 75-79, C = 70-74
F = 0-69

Participation
I will assess participation holistically based on your engagement both on the discussion forums
and in the synchronous class sessions. I recognize, though, that students participate in class in
different ways. Participation may take the form of sharing comments and questions in the chat
feature in Zoom or sharing out from a group activity.
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I will record participation grades weekly throughout the semester (20 points per week), so you
will be able to have a good sense of my expectations for participation from the start of the
course. If you have any concerns about your participation, please express those to me early on in
the semester so that we can come up with a solution.
Presentations
Each student will choose a topic from the list provided by the professor to report on during the
semester. I strongly encourage working with a partner on the presentation. I’ll post the list of
topics and corresponding dates in a Google Doc, and share this with you all so that you can sign
up for your preferred week. By the third week of class, each pair will need to choose a topic.
The presentation should be an approximately 10 minute oral report on that topic to the class on
the assigned date via Zoom. If you have a genuine fear of public speaking and wish to come up
with an alternative to a live presentation, please discuss this with the instructor during the first
two weeks of the semester. SLO 1-7, Time-management, Research, Presentation skills
Required Texts:
There are no textbooks required to purchase for this class. All readings will be made available
through the Canvas site as PDF documents, links to ebooks available through UNCG Libraries,
or free online resources.
Accommodations:
UNCG seeks to comply fully with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Students
requesting accommodations based on a disability must be registered with the Office of
Accessibility Resources and Services (OARS) in 215 Elliott University Center, 334-5440,
oars.uncg.edu (http://ods.uncg.edu/especially-for-faculty/)
If you will need any accommodation in order to successfully complete the course, please contact
OARS as soon as possible. I will be happy to work with you and OARS to make sure you are
able to fully participate in the course.
Academic Integrity Policy and Student Ethics Statement:
Students are expected to uphold the Academic Integrity Policy, which you can find here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0rFGGhJvbDHUExSZmFFaWFmb00/view. Each student has
the responsibility (1) to uphold the highest standards of academic integrity in the student's own
work, (2) to refuse to tolerate violations of academic integrity in the university community, and
(3) to foster a high sense of integrity and social responsibility on the part of the university
community.
Each student is required to sign the Academic Integrity Pledge as part of the admissions and/or
orientation into the program. UNCG recommends each new student sign the Academic
Integrity Pledge during new student orientation: https://osrr.uncg.edu/academic-integrity/thepledge/
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Students should recognize their responsibility to uphold the Academic Integrity Policy and to
report apparent violations to the appropriate persons. Students who do not understand
the Policy or its application to a particular assignment are responsible for raising such questions
with their faculty member.
UNCG Plagiarism Policy:
(http://sa.uncg.edu/dean/academic-integrity/violation/plagiarism/)
• Plagiarism- Representing the words of another, as one’s own in any academic exercise.
o Plagiarism may occur on any paper, report, or other work submitted to fulfill
course requirements. This includes submitting work done by another, whether a
commercial or non-commercial enterprise, including web sites, as one’s own
work.
• Types and Sanctions
o Failure to Cite References: Intentional or obvious failures to properly cite sources.
Recommended sanctions range from requiring the student to re-do the paper to a
zero on the paper
o Submitting, as one’s own, work done by or copied from another: Includes work
done by a fellow student, work done by a previous student, or work done by
anyone other than the student responsible for the assignment. Recommended
sanctions range from F on assignment to a recommendation for expulsion
• UNCG Acceptable Use of Computing and Electronic Resources Article 10- (Antiplagiarism policy: http://policy.uncg.edu/university-policies/acceptable_use/)
Students agree that by taking courses at UNCG, all required papers may be subject to submission
for textual similarity review to an anti-plagiarism service for the detection of plagiarism. I will
not be conducting these reviews on all papers, but I will use this tool if it is warranted All
submitted papers may be included as source documents in the reference database solely for the
purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers. UNCG’s anti-plagiarism service is maintained by
ITS. The currently used service can be identified by contacting 6-TECH at 336-256-TECH
(8324) or 6-tech@uncg.edu.
UNCG Copyright Ownership and Use Policy:
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro is dedicated to its mission of instruction,
research and service. It is the policy of this University that its faculty, staff and students carry out
their scholarly work in an open and free atmosphere, and that consistent with applicable laws and
policy they publish the results of such work without restraint. Additionally, this University is
administratively committed to providing an environment that maximizes the creative potential of
its faculty, staff and students.
To that end, the University believes that support for and ownership of creative works should be
given to the creator or creators of those works subject to the retention by the University of rights
for internal educational use and research. Ownership of Copyright by the University is reserved
for those works created at the direction of the University or pursuant to negotiated agreements.
Additionally, the University supports the responsible, good faith exercise of full fair use rights by
employees and students in furtherance of their teaching, research, service and other educational
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activities. This Policy implements these principles and commitments
(http://policy.uncg.edu/university-policies/copyright/)
Contrapower Statement:
As your instructor, I am committed to creating a productive and non-discriminatory learning
environment of mutual respect. Title IX and UNCG’s school policy prohibit gender-based
harassment, sexual harassment, and sex discrimination for all members of the University
community. Harassment can come in many forms - both direct and indirect - and can occur in
subtle or overt ways. Traditionally, harassment is seen from a formal power-over structure.
However, harassment can occur without a formal power structure. Contrapower, when a student
harasses an instructor or peer, is a type of behavior that can create an intimidating environment
in and outside of the classroom. Either form of harassment can include direct or indirect
comments, physical intimidation, emails, anonymous notes, and course evaluations. Both
Contrapower and traditional forms of harassment are prohibited and subject to the same kinds of
accountability applied to offenses against protected categories, such as race, national origin,
religion, sexual orientation, etc.
If you experience or witness such instances of harassment, please seek out the following
resources:
• UNCG Counseling Center (non-reporting agency/confidential): 336.334.5874
• Murphie Chappell, Title IX Coordinator (reporting agent): 336.256.0362 or
mechappe@uncg.edu
• University Police (reporting agent): 336.334.4444
For more information on UNCG’s policies regarding harassment, visit UNCG Sexual
Harassment Policy
Impact of COVID-19:
Even though this is an online course and we will not be meeting in person physically, I recognize
that COVID-19 will have myriad impacts on all of us throughout the semester. Whether or not
you plan to be on campus this semester, it is important to stay safe and follow health
recommendations and guidelines. If you are planning to work on campus or attend in-person
classes, please follow the below guidelines.
As UNCG returns to face-to-face course offerings in fall 2020, the campus community must
recognize and address concerns about physical and emotional safety. As such, all students,
faculty, and staff are required to uphold UNCG’s culture of care by actively engaging in
behaviors that limit the spread of COVID-19. Such actions include, but are not limited to, the
following:
•
•
•
•

Wearing a face covering that covers both nose and mouth
Observing social distance in the classroom
Engaging in proper hand washing hygiene when possible
Self-monitoring for symptoms of COVID-19
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•
•

Staying home if you are ill
Complying with directions from health care providers or public health officials to
quarantine or isolate if ill or exposed to someone who is ill.

Instructors will have seating charts for their classes. These are important for maintaining
appropriate social distance during class and facilitating contact tracing should there be a
confirmed case of COVID-19. Students must sit in their assigned seat at every class
meeting and must not move furniture. Students should not eat or drink during class time.
A limited number of disposable masks will be available in classrooms for students who
have forgotten theirs. Face coverings will also be available for purchase in the UNCG
Campus Bookstore. Students who do not follow masking and social distancing
requirements will be asked to put on a face covering or leave the classroom to retrieve one
and only return when they follow these basic requirements to uphold standards of safety
and care for the UNCG community. Once students have a face covering, they are
permitted to re-enter a class already in progress. Repeated issues may result in conduct
action. The course policies regarding attendance and academics remain in effect for partial
or full absence from class due to lack of adherence with face covering and social
distancing requirements.
For instances where the Office of Accessibility Resources and Services (OARS) has granted
accommodations regarding wearing face coverings, students should contact their instructors to
develop appropriate alternatives to class participation and/or activities as needed. Instructors or
the student may also contact OARS (336.334.5440) who, in consultation with Student Health
Services, will review requests for accommodations.
Shield our Spartans Video:
UNCG Chancellor Frank Gilliam has challenged us to create a Culture of Care at UNCG where
we all wear face coverings and social distance, less to protect ourselves but rather more to
protect everyone around us. It shows that you care about the well being of everyone around you.
We have created this video featuring your student body presidents to better explain how and why
this is so important.
Please watch this video before the first day of classes. https://youtu.be/Mb58551qxEk
Health and Wellness:
Health and well-being impact learning and academic success. Throughout your time in the
university, you may experience a range of concerns that can cause barriers to your academic
success. These might include illnesses, strained relationships, anxiety, high levels of stress,
alcohol or drug problems, feeling down, or loss of motivation. Student Health Services and The
Counseling Center can help with these or other issues you may experience.
You can learn about the free, confidential mental health services available on campus by calling
336-334-5874, visiting the website at Student Health Services, or visiting the Anna M. Gove
Student Health Center at 107 Gray Drive. For undergraduate or graduate students in recovery
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from alcohol and other drug addiction, The Spartan Recovery Program (SRP) offers recovery
support services. You can learn more about recovery and recovery support services by visiting
Spartan Recovery Program or reaching out to recovery@uncg.edu.
Technology Support:
6-TECH ITS Service Desk: 6tech@uncg.edu, (336) 256-TECH, (336) 256-8324, Open 24/7
6-TECH Online, a web-based central access point for all of your technical needs! 6-TECH
Online will allow you to search for your own solutions from a global knowledge base, submit
and view your own tickets, and more. All of these services available 24x7.
Note: As a UNCG student you have access to Office 365/2016 for free on up to five devices.
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Schedule:
Week
1: 1/10
2: 1/24
3: 1/31

Topic
Introductions
Why organize?
Organizing information,
Organizational systems
Resource description
Authority control and
controlled vocabulary

Reading for this class

Assignments due

Borges; Feinberg
Hoffman Ch. 1;
Borgman (pp. 217-232)

Sign up for
presentation topic

6: 2/21

Subjects

7: 2/28

Cataloging and classification

8: 3/14
9: 3/21
10: 3/28

Archival organization
Encoding data
Data modeling

11: 4/4
12: 4/11
13: 4/18
14: 4/25

Standards presentations 1
Standards presentations 2
Library systems
Politics of organization

Change the Subject;
Adler
Hoffman Ch. 5; Nunes;
Hoerman
Roe; Eidson and Zamon
Riley; Seikel & Steele
Carlson Ch. 1-2;
Kroeger

4/29

FINAL ASSIGNMENT DUE

4: 2/7
5: 2/14

Hoffman Ch. 2-3; Keenan

Hoffman Ch. 4; Gross,
Taylor, and Joudrey

Pace; Breeding
Bowker & Star Ch. 1;
Christen

Comparing
Bibliographic
Records
Everyday
Information System
Make a Finding Aid
Presentations
Presentations

System Report

Readings:
All readings and other resources will also be made accessible via the Canvas site.
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